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Joe Kilian, Uses of Randomness in Algorithms and Protocols (MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA, 1990) 235 pages 
Chapter 1: Infroducfion. Part one: Primality testing (A shift in focus. Historical context). Introduction 
to modern cryptography (Trends in modern cryptography. Zero-knowledge proof. Sr.cure protocols). 
Contributions of this thesis to modern cryptography (Reducing two-party protocols to oblivious transfer. 
Multi-party interactive proof systems). Chapter 2: New Techniques in Primaliry Te,fing. Introduction 
(Historical overview, and a brief review of previous work. The problem of prime certification. The 
results of this chapter. Techniques used. Subsequent research using our methodology). Our primality 
proving methodology (A primality criterion from eiementary number theory. The general scenario. The 
general primality criterion. Translating notation from multiplicative to additive groups). Applying our 
methodology to elliptic curves (What is an elliptic curve? The group structure of points on an elliptic 
curve. The group structure of curves over Zp. The structure of ellipic curves nver Z,, for composite n. 
A primality criterion using elliptic curves). Our primality proving algorithm (Implementing the main step 
of the algorithm. Incorporating the main reduction step in the primality proving algorithm). Analysis 
of the primality proving algorithm (Analysis based on a conjecture. Proving our algorithm fast for most 
primes). Chapter 3: Committing Bits Using Oblivious Transfer. introduction (Commital with zero- 
knowledge proofs. The main goal of this chapter. What our final protocol will achieve. Outline OT the 
chapter). A simple commital protocol using oblivious transfer (Improvir,g Ge commitalidecommital 
protocols). Ploving assertions about products of group elements (An incorrect solution. Randomizing 
tableaus. Four properties of randomizers. Noninteractively proving product assertions. Replacing roup 
element ransfer with oblivious transfer). Committing bits with zero-knowledge prcofs (Bounding the 
complexity of the predicates we must prove. Preliminaries. Evaluating NC’ predicates as products of 
permutations. The zero-knowledge bit-commital protocol. Properties of the zero-knowledge-commital 
protocol). Simulation results for zero-knowledge bit commital (Introduction. Simulating mzsks and 
masked bits. A simple example. Preliminary conventions. Simulating unexposed tableau features. Boun- 
ding the number of exposed tableau elements. Simulating (T(A, R)@ F, AR) by making queries about A. 
Simulating the commital/decommital protocols). Proving, and improving, aspects of our protocols 
(Analyzing independence, security. Analyzing reliability, confidence). Chapter 4: Circuif Evaluafion US- 
ing Oblivious Transfer: The NC’ Circuif Case. Introduction (Outline of the chapter). A protocol for 
I-Zoblivious string transfer (Statement of the problem. The Frotocol. The simulator. An application: 
Oblivious decommital. Incorporating OST and oblivious-decommital simulators into larger simulations). 
Oblivious evaluation of NC’ circuits (Simplifying our circuits. Randomizing WSPBP’s. The protocol 
for WSPBP evaluation. Dealing with a malicious Alice. Functions with multi-bit outputs. Compressing 
the number of rounds of communication. AIlowing Bob to complain). Chapfer 5: Oblivious Evaluarion 
of Arbifrary Circuits. General secure circuit computation. Reducing to the NC’ case. Encrypted conver- 
sations (A solution using secure envelopes. Implementing secure envelopes with secure NC’ circuit 
evaluation). Implementing the chain protocol, assuming constraints on Alice’s inputs. Consistency 
checking. Chapter 6: Interactive Proof Systems with Mdiple Provers. introduction (A popular histw 
of proof systems. Outline of this chapter). The k-prover model: Formal and informal definitions (A 
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review of interactive proof systems and the notion of zero-knowledge. Formal definitions of the multi- 
prover model. Informal definitions). On the power of two verses many provers (Why should many pro- 
vers more powerful than one? Two provers are as many as we need. Discussion, and open problems). 
A one-sideness result for 2-prover proof systems (Definitions, and statement of the main theorem. Cover- 
ing sets and Lautman’s lemma. Construction of the one-sided protocols). Making 2-prover proof systems 
zero-knowledge (Using a normal form for 2-prover protocols. A zero-knowledge protocol using 
envelopes with zero-kncwledge nroofs. Running our protocols in series). 
J.M. Proth and H.P. Hillion, Mathematical Tools in Production Management 
(Plenum Press, New York, 1990) 391 pages 
Chapter 1: New Trends in Manufacturing Systems and Their Consequences. Main changes in the 
manufacturing environment (The market. Physical resources. Human resources). Toward flexibility, 
modularity, and integration. Flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) (Definition of flexible manufactur- 
ing systems. Limits of flexible manufacturing systems. Some examples of flexible maalufacturing 
systems). Evaluation criteria of modern production systems (The financial evaluation. Criteria for 
technical evaluation). Evaluation tools for modern production systems (The steps of evaluation. The 
various evaluation approaches. Simulation of production systems. Mathematical approaches for the 
analysis of production systems. A comparison between simulation and mathematical models). Produc- 
tion system life cycle. Chupter 2: Preliminary Design of Production Systems. Static Study (Choice of the 
resources. Layout design). Dynamic study (Management system versus integration level. MRP II, JIT, 
and OPT. The hierarchical production management cyftem (HPMS)). Chapter 1. _. Li??ear _Programn~f?g. 
Linear programming formulations (Formu!ations. Graphical represe nta:ic n. Remarksj. I-P problems in 
production management (The transportation problem. The assignment problem. Using resources in a job 
shop. A planning problem. The blending problem. Cutting problem). Conclusion. Chapter 4: Dynamic 
Programming. Dynamic programming formulation (Optimality principle. General DP problem formula- 
tion. DP solving processes). Dynamic inventory planning problem (Monoproduct problem. Multiproduct 
problem). Task scheduling (Stating the PERT problem. Graphic representation. Computation of activity 
completion times in PERT. Computation of the optimal solution). Chapter 5: Rrunch-and-Bound 
Techniques. Branch-and-bound techniques (Assumptions. Basis of the branch-and-bound techniques. 
Upper bound of the optimal value of the objective function. Lower bounds of the objective function 
within overlapping subsets. Computation of the overlapping subsets. Branch rules. Branch-and-bound 
for maximizing an objective function). Algorithms and examples (Branch-and-bound algorithm for 
solving O-l LP problem. Brand-and-bound algorithm for solving integer LP problem. Branch-and-bound 
algorithm for solving the traveling salesman problemj. Conclusion. Ccigp?er 6: .M&nv C&GK. Formal 
definition of a discrete parameter Markov chain. Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. Classification of 
states. Decomposition of the state-space. Long-run properties of irreducible Markov chains. Applica- 
tion. Continuous parameter Marknv chains. Long-rur! properties of continuous parameter Markov 
chains. Birth and death processes. Pure birth processes. Chapter 7: Qucueing Theory. Structure of 
queueing models (Basic elements. Service mechanism. Parameters of queueing models). Terminology and 
notation. Elementary queueing models (Queue M/M/l. Queue M/M/l/K. Queue M/M/s. Concluding 
remarks). Queueing networks (Open queueing network (OQN). Closed queueing network (CQN)). Mrcid 
applicability (Extensions of the QN model. Scope of applicability. Conclusion). Chapter 8: Petri Nets. 
Petri net theory (Basic terminology of Petri nets. Fundamental properties. Timed Petri nets. Event 
graphs). Petri net model of the job shop (Characteristics of the model. Operative part. Control part). 
Performance evaluation (Computation of the cycle time. Performance improvement. Comparison with 
the CQN model). Optimal control of the job shop (IMaximum productivity. Minimizing the number of 
